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around us a mere listener to the choir. After . ship and therefore out of place in the Christian
service it was hinted to us, by a friend, that Church. So long, then, as we retain the res
PAROCHIAL PSALMODY.
congregational singing was not agreeable to the ponsive service in our Liturgy, we do not see
It is exceedingly gratifying to witness mark members of that parish: but that they greatly how we can well deny the congregation the
ed indications of increasing interest in the sub. preferred to listen to the performances of hired right or refuso them the privilege of joining
ject ot Church music, as well at the West as professional musicians. In the afternoon we audibly in the psalmody of the Church.—Nor
in the Eastern states. The valuable additions attended worship at another Church, where can we appeal with effect to the usage of the
which are constantly being made to the cata we hoped that we should be permitted to join primitive Christians in favor either of exclu
logue of musical publications; the rapid sale in the psalmody, without giving offence. At sive choir singing or general congregational
which works of this description meet with; the the proper time, the organ announced the singing. For, judging from the contradictory
demand for competent teachers of vocal music, tune, and the singing commenced. We saw at statements of ecclesiastical writers, we should
and the frequent appearance of well written onoe that we were not likely to be disappoint- • infer that the practice in different quarters of
articles in our periodicals on parochial psalmo ed in the hope we had entertained, for the the Church was not uniform in respect to this
dy, show that a brighter day isdawning upon the mouth of every individual near us was soon matter.*
It seems to us, therefore, that the question
Church in reference to this highly important open. But such a jargon of sounds we never
and interesting part of public worship. The before heard. The organist appeared to have must be decided on other ground than that of
improved method, recently introduced, of teach almost every finger on his left hand constantly authority. Is it expedient? will the ends of
ing the rudiments of vocal music is happily down upon the keys of his instrument, lor no public worship he best attained, by confining
calculated to facilitate the acquisition of the conceivable purpose but to render the music the music to the choir, or by tho union of the
art, and make the 6tudy attractive and enter as indistinct and discordant as possible. As to whole congregation in it? Upon this point we
taining. What we now chiefly want is instruct the congregation, they appeared to be as unan desire to offer a few remarks. A taste for mu
ors, thoroughly qualified to explain and illus imous in the determination to sing, as the oth sic is a faculty which God has bestowed, in a
trate the principles. Let the Churches from er congregation in the contrary determination. greater or less degree, upon the larger part of
the principle of duty, afford the necessary en Every man. woman and child seemed to us, to mankind. Now it is certainly the duty of all
couragement to teachers of this description, and join in the service, whether they were acquain who possess this faculty, to cultivate it, just ns
we are persuaded a most gratifying improve ted with the tunc, or knew
m stnr» or not. it is their duty to cultivate every faculty with
ment wculd soon be exhibited in our parochial The effect of the discordant ’sovb' ,■ which from which they are endowed. The VWstence of
psalmody.
all sides reached our ears, was any thing but the faculty implies the obligation to cultivate
In two communications which have recently agreeable, and we must confess that, whatever it; for unless improved, the ends in view in the
appeared in the Observer, attention has been may have been its effects on others, it contrib bestowmentof the faculty cannot be attained.—
called to ono point of great practical impor uted neither to our edification nor devotion.— Now what is the duty of all men who are blestance connected with this subject; we allude to The congregation appeared to us evidently to ed with a musical ear, is especially incumbent
general congregational singing. Should the mistake sound for sense and noise for music. on professed Christians, because they are every
singing in our Churches be conducted exclu These, it may be said, are extreme cases, but where in the Scriptures called upon to show
sively by a select choir, or should the whole they show that the practice of our Churches, in forth God’s praise “in psalms nnd hymns and
congregation participate in it? “J. W. W.” this matter, is very far from being uniform.
spiritual songs, making melody in their hearts
maintains that it should be chiefly, if not ex
Your correspondent “J. W. W.,” appeals to unto the Lord.” But if it is the incumbent duty as
clusively, confined to the choir, while “Frater” the practice of the Jews, in ’.he tabernacle and well as delightful privilege of Christians to sing
advocates the opinion that the congregation temple service, in favor of exclusive choir in public worship, it must be equally their duty
should largely share in it. We arc glad that singing. This argument would be perfectly to learn to sing. Although the taste for music
the question has been started, for in no part of conclusive iu support of the lawfulness of this is an original faculty, the knowledge of music
the public services of the Episcopal Church is practice, provided it could be shown that the is not intuitive. It is an art founded upon sci
there so little uniformity as in the psalmody. public services of the Christian Church were entific principles; and requires, therefore,
On a certain occasion, happening to spend modeled after those of the Jewish temple. But both diligent study and frequent practice. Now
the Sabbath in one of our Eastern cities, we this is very far from having been the case.— if there are any in our congregations who have
went in the morning to a Church where the They are entirely unlike in every particular. no ear for music, or who will not devote the time
music was reported fo be particularly good, In the tabernacle and temple services, the peo necessary to acquire a knowledge of the sub
and to afford quite an attraction to professod ple took no audible part whatever; the wor ject, sufficient to join in the psalmody with cor
amateurs. The choir began to sing in beauti ship was conducted entirely by the priests and rectness and propriety, or as St. Paul expresses
ful style; the tune being familiar, we involun Levites; the offering of sacrifices and burning it, “decently and to edification,” we are free to
tarily raised our voice nnd joined in the delight of incense being assigned to the former, and say, that such should not attempt to sing in
ful service. Soon, however, we discovered the the psalmody to the latter. Whereas the whole Church. For why, we ask, should they disturb
eyes of many in the congregation turned toward body of Christians are “a royal priesthood,”— the devotions of their fellow worshippers and
us, with the marks of displeasure imprinted on a kingdom of priests—whose right as well as destroy the salutary influence of good music by
their countenances. We were somewhat sur privilege it is, each one for himself, to offer the their harsh, monotonous or discordant sounds?
prised at this, for we were sure that we knew sacrifice of prayer and praise to God in the Surely, it is not essential, either to the rcality
the tune and sung it in proper timo. We look sanctuary. It is on this principle that a con or acceptableness of their worship, that it
ed round to see if others in the congregation siderable portion of our Liturgical services is should be offered audibly. Men may sing in
were not singing as well ns ourselves; but we responsive. It is easy to see, then, that a mode ' the spirit as well as pray in the spirit, without
perceived not one. Not choosing to be the ob of conducting psalmody, which would be high uttering a single audible sound. And it may
ject of attraction in this particular way, we ly appropriate in the Jewish Church, might be
•See Henry’s Christian Antiq. p. 57, 157. Grtpery'*
•oon ceased to sing, and became with others entirely unsuited to the genius of Christian wor Church Hit. vol. 1., p. 52.
ORIGINAL MATTER.
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fairly ada question wlifthor one <nau has lions, aud which reodorcJ thcii not only the think, be a characteristic io all succeeding pe
a right,(he sensed* jargon whieh*he
solely enlightened, but the onty truly happy riods of her existence; unless providence so or
music, to offend the taste and interrupt the de- and free people of the earth. But the Mosaic der the situation of the world as plainly to indi
votjons of his fellow worshippers. And ifit I economy was but a‘‘shadow of good things to • date that such a feature is to cease. So long,
is not right for hitn to do this, then it surely come.” The dimness of the former dispensa-. then, as the majority of our race shall consist
cannot be expedient.
tion was to brighten into the glory of the gos- of those who are not wise after the flesh, or
Again: The Liturgical services of the Epis- pc, day. Instead of a single nation, God was rich, or mighty, so long must the Church con
copal Church presuppose an ability on the part about to choose to himself a peculiar people tinue as she was in the beginning, the Church
of the worshipping congregation to read the out of all*nations and kindreds and tongues.— of the poor. And this may safely, we think, bo
English language with at least tolerablo cor- Instead of an earthly and temporal kingdom,, made one test of the purity of any portion of
roctness and propriety. Now would any one he was-about to establish a heavenly and eter*. the professiiig Church. The Church predicted
in prophecy, was a Church in which the poor
we ask, beexpected or desired to join audibly1 naI dominion which shall not pass away,
should
find refuge and consolation and inesti
in the responses of the Liturgy who had not1 R was but natural to suppose that this promable
benefits.
The Church began by our
learnt to read, or who read so incorrectly as vision for the poor, which gave such divine and
Lord,
was
a
Church
in which the gospel was
greatly to nnnoy and disturb others better in- tender beauty to the first dispensation, would
formed? Most certainly not. Why then find a place m tho second and “more perfect.’’, preached to theqioor, and whose members were
should any be expected or desired to join audi- Accordingly wo are not surprised to find this | chosen from the very lowest of the people.—
The Church fully set up by the apostles was a
bly in the singing, who have not learnt the featuro very prominent in the sketches which
the prophets drew of Messiah’s kingdom. In ' Church to which the poor and desolate of the
alphabotof music, or who cannot distinguish
musical sounds with any degree of accuracy? that kingdom which they foretold, “the first earth flocked as to a refuge and a defence. If
If then our congregations wish to avail them born of the poor should feed, and the needy then, any portion of the visible Church have,
selves of the privilege of joining with tho choir should lie down in safety.” “The Lord has in the essential features of its constitution, that
in tho psalmody, let them learn to sing at least founded Zion and the poor of his people shall which unfits it for the poor and humble and
with tolerable correctness, and then, wc ap- trust in it.” Nor are wc left to conjecture how unlearned, it has ceased to be what God m his
prebend, thero will remain very little differ-}the P°°r wcre ,o l* West *n thia kingdom, for word has declared his Church should be. If the
encc of opinion as to the expediency or pro-1 we nre
that in it “the meek shall increase like features of unfitness exist in any of its nonpriety of their singing. And why should they ' lhe*r j°y ■“ the Lohl, and the poor among men essential parts, those parts are wrong, and
not acquire the requisite knowledge of this
rejoice in the Holy One of Israel.” But should be abandoned. But if, on the other
valunblc art? Thero are certainly opporluni-|110 whoro is this feature of the new dispensa- hand, a portion of the Church be found, which,
ties for doing this, if there bo only a disposition 'lion niofc touchingly exhibited than in those conforming in other particulars to the apostol
to improve them. And if people will not im-1 beautiful words of Isaiah, which our blessed ic model, and in this respect well adapted to
prove them, why should they complain that i ^av*our applied to himself in the synagogue the poor and illiterate, it must be admitted to bo
tl»o comparatively few, who are willing to ex- ofNazereth. “The spirit of the Lord is upon a true portion of the one true Catholic and
pend tho time and money necessary to perfect me, because he huth anointed me to preach the Apostolic Church, and of course worthy ol all
themselves in the practice of music, either di gospel to the poor; he hath sent me to heal the the efforts of her children to extend her comrectly or indirectly appropriate this important broken hearted, to preach deliverance to the 1 munion.
It is our intention to apply this test to our
part of public worship to thcinsolves? Surely captives, and recovering of sight to the blind,
own portion of the visible body of Christ. The
this is both unreasonable and unjust. Instead
sot at libortijthrm that are bruised.”
of finding^ult with our choirs, then, for tbeir 1 Such was RFbe tho Church, and such the assertion has been often made, partico'arly by
highly praise-worthy exertions to improvo the , Meesiah which the spirit of God, speaking by our non-episcopal brethren, that it does not pos
music of tho sanctuary, and render that part the prophets, foretold. Accordingly when the sess such adaptation to the wants of the poor.
of our public service interesting, edifying, nnd disciples of John came to Jesus to clear away It has often been called an nristocralic Church,
devotional, let our congregations be excited the doubts which had so strongly fallen upon fitted alone for the rich and the intelligent and
by them to greater diligence in learning to that greatest of the sons of men, he referred learned. And many of her own children,
sing, that they may not be behind the choir in them no less pointedly to this fact, than to his though warmly and most justly attached to her,
this respect. Should such a spirit once per miracles. “Go and tell John” said he, “the have admitted the assertion. Hence have aris
vade our congregations, it would soon be dis things which ye do hear and see; the blind re- en in some minds, fears for her future prosper
covered, wo apprehend, that sacred music is ca j ccive their sight, nnd the lamo walk, tho lepers ity, nnd tho extension of her communion. But
pable of being made a far more effective in are cleansed, and the deaf hear, the dead are we believe the assertion to be groundless.—
strument of good, then it is now generally raised up and the poor have the gospel preachrd Nay, wc think that our Church is not only
to them. Thus did he seem to intimate that equally adapted to the wants of the poor
supposed to be.
M.
this last fact'formed, as a fulfilment of what with any other, but that in some respects it is
had been predicted of him, a no less essential better adapted to them than many others.
THOUGHTS ON THE CHURCH.
Before, however, proceeding to show the retvpart
of bis credentials as the promised Messi
NO. I.
ah, than the possession of miraculous powers. son for such belief, a* preliminary question
THE EPISCOPAL CHURCH ADAPTED TO THE POOR
This same featuro ninrkcd the Church, when must be settled, viz: what is necessary to ren
AND UNLEARNED.
under the apostlos, it was planted in ev der a Church adapted to the wants of the poor
Tho Church of Christ was specially intend ery part of the world. So that St. Paul could and illiterate? Must it of necessity be such a
ed to embrace the poor. Indeed throughout all say to the Corinthians, “ye sec your calling, Church, in its visible form and constitution, as
his dealings with our race, our compassionate brethren, how that not many wise men after would at first sight be most likely to strike and
and tender Father hath ever shown most bright the flesh, not many mighty, not many noble, pre attract them? We think, plainly not. Men,
ly his loving kindness, in the care which he called.” But, continues he, farther on, “the especially tho ignorant, are not always quali
has taken of the meek and lowly, the friendless base things of the world and the things which fied to say at first sight what is best suited for
and the destitute. So wonderfully were the are despised hath God chosen.” And in refcr- them. That which is of all things most adapt
intcrcst and happiness of the poor consulted in ence to this same fact, St. James, when rebu- ed to our wants, is often repugnant to our feel
tho Mosaic economy, that the psalmist, in the king the pride of some who would have bestow- ings. And especially is this true in religious
midst of his sublime enumeration of the won-ed higher privileges of the sanctuary upon matters; for here the wrong state of our hearts
dersGod had wrought for his people, could not some, merely because they were rich, exclaims, is very apt to give our judgments a wrong bias.
v_i
i--’_ :__ ---------help____
exclaiming,
“Thounn_i
O God,• hast- prepared• ' “—
Hearkcn, my beloved brethren, hath not God In our enquiries then on this subject, as in all
of thy goodness for the poor.” It was this re chosen the poor of this world, rich in faith and others, our judgments must not be formed from
gard for the humblest and meanest, as well as heirs of the kingdom which he hath promised first appearances, but be held in supense until
for the highest and mightiest of the laud, which to them that love him.”
further examination shall have satisfied us of
gave the political and social relations of the Is
Now whatever was a characteristic feature the reality.
raelites such great superiority to the other na- of tho Church in its primitive form, should, wo
Again, must the Church, in order to bo fitted.

WESTERN CHURCH JOURNAL.
for the poor and illiterate, be necessarily one
in whose government and discipline and minis
try they have a prominent part? We think
not. Reasoning from every day’s experience,
we are led to believe that such a Church would
be productive of far more injury than good.—
The object which men should have in view, in
joining themselves to the Church, is not the ex
ercise of spiritual power. It should be, obedi
ence to the command of the Saviour, the enter
ing into visible covenant relation with him, and
their own growth in grace. And he who is op
erated on by other motives than these, or kind
red ones, is committing heinous sin, and doing
dishonor to his Saviour.
What then must be the features of a Church
adapted to the wants of the poor/ In the lan
guage so often quoted, it must be a Church in
which “to the poor the gospel is preached.” In
other words, it must deny to no one, because
he is poor, the consolations of the gospel. It
must have nothing which shall prevent its
bringing the glad tidings of salvation, to those
who are distressed, and deprived of all the com
forts of this life. In addition to this, it should
provide for their instruction and their being
built up in our most holy faith. They should
be guarded from all error, and fenced about, so
far as the Church could do it, with safeguards
against the destructive heresies which in
these latter days render the path of the unlearn
ed and unwary so beset with dangers. With
this should be connected the kindest and tenderest concern for their temporal wants and sor
rows. These should form some of the main
features of a Church adapted to the poor. Oth
ers may be mentioned in the course of our sub
sequent enquiries. In such a Zion as this, we
think, the poor of the earth might well and se
curely trust. Such a Church we believe the
Episcopal Church of this country, in all its es
sential features, to be, as we shall endeavor to
show hereafter.
N. II. Y.
THE CHEISTIAN PASTOE.

THE MINISTRY CALLED TO SELF
DENIAL.
If

BIT.

W.

R.

W H IITIB C H A M,

D.

D.

God be thanked! the condition of Ilis Church
amor.g us renders the very choice of the min
istry an act of self denial in most who seek
it. Under ordinary circumstances, talents and
industry arc sure of better temporal remuner
ation in any other walk of life than the minis
tration at the altar of the Lord Neverthe
less; temptations still remain, few and rare in
the way of ample support and popular estima
tion, many and pressing in the form of work
without a workman’s hire, usefulness without
encouragement, calls of duly at the risk of
health or life, labor amidst and against obsta
cles of the most formidable kind, both tempo
ral nnd spiritual. Such are yearly increasing,
and must increase for many years, perhaps
generations, in our country.
*

#

#

«

At this moment sixty places are advertised
by the authorities of our Church as willing
and desirous to receive the word and ordin
ances, and not one minister can be found to
say, “Here am I, send me!” Is this right? Is
it primitive? Is it Christian?—But it is said,
“They cannot be supported.” Think you that
Paul, or one of Paul’s companions, would not
have found support in the worst spot of our
western wilderness? Is the Lord’s arm shor
tened, that He cannot help in our days? Is
His ear waxed dull, that Ho cannot hear? Is

39

His promise to be with us abrogated, that He
God forbid, my brethren, that I should urge
will not now bear witness to His word and min this as a reason for extraordinary self-denial
istering servants?—My brethren! 1 have in the ministry! I do but state it, as the most
sought diligently for a ground of distinction desirable and sure consequence of obedience to
between our duty in this respect, and that of the command of our Divine Master. It is Jiir
those who forsook houses, and brethren, and will that His ministering servants should be so
sisters, and father, and mother, and wife, und tried, and that will makes the result a blessing
children, and lands, for Jesus’ name's sake, in to His Church, and a tenfold blessing to their
the first generation of His followers, and I can own souls in the exceeding great reward of
not find it. Souls are precious now as then. enhanced success. The trial may be various
Ungodliness, though varied in its forms, is as in its form. It will not always come in the
rife now as then. Satau - is as busy now as shape of want, aqd isolation, and sundered ties,
then. Alas, yes! and he is more successful! and checked affections. There are other more
for he works now on tin love of ease, and the insidious and dangerous snares attendant on
fear of want, and the dread of suffering, in the the easier paths, against which the minister of
hearts of Christians, eve.t in that which should Christ needs to be doubly vigilant, that in
be the choicest of God's temples, the heart of humbleness of heart and holiness of life, he
His ministering servants. It is want of faith may show out of a godly conversation his un
that cripples us, and palsies the energies of the feigned faith. But when, ns to many of you
Lord’s embattled host. It is want of faith that must be the case, the call of the Redeemer is
has converted our missionary doings into com to follow him in the work of love and mercy,
putations of vile mouey, and poisons the spring through privations and distresses, at the cost
of life with the polluted streams of Mammon’s of sacrifices which men call unreasonable and
kennels. It is want of faith that swells our cruel, at the risk of being deemed enthusiasts
lists of unemployed clergymen, and keeps our and rash—brethren, trust your Lord! “let the
borders bare and impoverished of spiritual dead bury their dead, but go ye and preach the
supplies. It is want of kith that sends our kingdom of God.”
missionary bishops solitary wanderers through
uncultivated deserts, and leaves the halls of
SELECT PARAGRAPHS.
our theological seminariet comparatively emp
Sitting
down
among my books, I dare not
ty, while the bar, the medical school, the engi
neer’s corps, and the counting house, are reach forth my hand to any of them, till 1 have
first looked up to heaven,and craved favor of
thronged with talent,cneigy, and zeal.
Could these things be s», brethren, were we Him to whom all my studies are duly referred:
indeed persuaded of the reality of GOD’S without whom, I can neither profit nor labor.
abiding presence in His L’hurch to make His —Bishop IlalCs Life.
word powerful as a hammer rending the rock
Preach without restraint, intercede warmly ;
in pieces; His ordinances fertilizing as living invite powerfully; persuade forcibly; urge in
streams, conveying pardoa, grace and holiness, cessantly, the great salvation; cry aloud,
wherever they are carried: and His ministers “Whosoever will, let him take of the water of
workers together with Him, in reconciling the life freely.”—Gilbert's Address to Pritchard.
woild unto Himself? It *
*’as “in much patience
in aillictions, in ncceisitics, in distresses,
Since I began to beg God’s blessing on my
in stripes, in imprisonments, in tumults, in studies, I have done more in one week than I
labors, in watchings, it fastings,” that the have done in a whole year before.—Dr. Payblessed apostle approved himself a minister son.
of God, and so verified his claim to be an “am
Three things make a divine—meditation,
bassador for Christ, as though God did beseech”
the world ‘ by him.” Mark it, brethren! these prayer, and temptation; and three things are
things proved him the trie minister of the to be done by a minister;—1. To read the Bible
iMaster whom he followed! and to his beloved over and over; 2. To pray earnestly; 3. Al
Timothy it was his dying charge, to “endure ways to be a learner.—Luther.
affliction, and do the work of an evangelist,
All men arc orators when they feci. The
and” so “make full proof of his ministry.” language of the heart has an unction, and an
To give our ministrations vilidity, the sure and energy, which no eloquence for sublimity can
regular transmission of ths call through those reach.
entrusted with it, in long succession, from
Such an eloquence ns makes the hearers
Christ himself, is enough. But to give them look grave, and, as it were, out of countenance
energy and success, to inb’eathe life and spirit is the p rope rest.—Bishop Burnet.
into the outward form, to tip the longue with
It is said of the late Rev. L. Richmond, that
fire, and clothe the man of flesh with light like
that which shone from the countenance of “Christ Jesus was the soul of all his discourses;
Moses when he had been upn the mount, some every precept,every promise, derived its force
thing more is requisite—the work of God’s and value from his bearing and relation to
Spirit in a sincerity and ijtensity of faith, and Him.”—Grimshawc.
love, and zeal, which can show themselves to
Spirituality of mind is the main qualifica
others only in the highest forms of self-denial. tion for the work of the ministry.— Urquhart.
That men can appreciate. Prove to them a
I observe in my mind a sinful anxiety to
call of God, like that of Aaron, and they will
speculate, and cavil, and wonder, and at best preach well, rather than a holy anxiety to
admit it with cold assen.. Deliver to them a preach usefully.—Hinton.
message like that of Jonah, of impending de
A srArnon that has more head infused into it
struction, present repentance and offered mer than heart, will not come home with efficacy
cy, and some will mock, and many turn away to the hearers.—Cecil.
in heedless apathy. But John the Baptist, in
In every sermon let something be practical.
his raiment of camel’s hair and leathern gir
How often has it been found, that when min
dle, and the seventy wandering from city to
city, destitute of every necessary for their un isters have felt most embarrassed, the most ef
dertaking, draw attention and strike home fectual good has been done to the people. O
to the beholders a conviction of reality. They for hearts entirely resigned to the will of God.
can understand that n messenger must have —S. Pearce to Dr. Byland.
good assurance of a mission which is to be so
Be faithfulness, rather than fame, your ob
executed. They perceive that he is actuated ject.—Bishop Bagot.
by views and motives higher than their own,
The eternal salvation and damnation of souls
and arc thus disposed to place in him that con
fidence which a nobler nature always commands are not to be treated of with jests and witticisms.
from its inferiors. Curiosity und respect com —South.
bine to induce them to lend a listening ear,
Nothing is gained by driving and scolding.
and they arc willing to be taught by one Every thing almost may be done by drawing,
whom they feel to be above them.
and melting, and winning.—D. Stoner's Lift'
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Indian Territory,—Mb. Gregory’s
RywmT—We take up this report with sadness of
heart. “Upou a review of the whole field,” says
Mr. Gregory, “I scarcely seem to-have it in my
power to recommend any thing explicit to the com
mittee.” The document itself embodies facts of
the deepest and most stirring interest.—4t pre
sents a wide and noble field of missionary labor,
white unto the harvest, and here and there breathes
a note of animating hope—but if we have read it
aright, is calculated in the main, to damp the lit
tle zeal which exists among us in behalf of the re
maining million and a half of the Indian race. Not
a word either in the record of the doings of the
Domestic Committee—or the editorial department
of the January No. »f the Spirit of Missions, ac
companies this important document,—and if we are
not mistaken in our estimate of the whole matter,
the subject of Episcopal Missions among the Indi
ans will now be allowed a dignified repose, till
gome future opportunity of a military Chaplaincy
shall afford cheap facilities for another report up
on their condition and prospects and the obstacles
to successful operations among them.

-------

Tn«

The Committee some time since announced their
determination to wind up the Green Bay Mission
School, at present in a feeble state. We shall
then have the delightful consciousness that the lit
tle mission among the Oncidas, at Duck Creek,—
if that in the mean time should not be extinguish
ed,—remains an evidence that we do believe it
possible to save some souls among the “doomed”
Indian race, by the ‘Gospel in the Church? Out
upon this feeble nnd timid policy. Would that it
were in our power to rouse a feeling of earnest
and solemn remonstrance,—and to stir up the zeal
and energy which surely must be latent in a Church
so purely and evangelically apostolic; Our main
hope, we are fain to confess, under the blessing of
the chief Shepherd, is in the efficiency and zeal of
the Missionory Bishop, to whose supervision the
Indian territory is assigned—and who feels deeply,
•nd expresses himself energetically and plain
ly, upon the solemn responsibilities which rest up<»o us, to do something faithfully and effectually to
redeem these pagan tribes from their degradatien,
and elevate them to the blessings of Christianity.
It would, we are persuaded, be gratifying to
great numbers, to know more fully than they at
present have the means of knowing, what the views
of the Domestic Committee, on the subject of In
dian Missions, really are. The impression has been
very extensively produced by their measures in re
gard to Green Bay. and- their apparent general pol
icy io regard to the whole subject, that they
contemplate no efficient measures in reference to
the introduction of Christianity among the Indian
tribes,—and further than this, that they have ve
ry little faith in the ultimate and permanent suc
cess of any such measures. Now we are accus
tomed to think and speak with some degree of
circumspection in reference to all the duly consti
tuted agencies of the Churchj but we feel con
strained to utter our sentiments upon this mat
ter with earnest freedom.
Whatever the re
al policy or principles of the Committee may be
■a regard to Episcopal missions among the tribes

of the Indian territory, or the fourteen hundred
thousands of the border tribes, one thing is quite
clear, no measures have been adopted and sustain
ed, likely to result in any thing more than what
might be called with truth, an apology for what
ought to be done.
We by no means overlook the feeble beginnings
made by our Church, or the the good and faithful
services of these who have been, or who still are,
employed in thrs most self-denying part of the
Church’s duty to the heathen; but we call upon
those charged with her solemn missionary trusts,
within the limits of the United States, to answer
it to the Church and o the perishing heathen
tribes, to which she is lebtor, why nothing more
is attempted by them inthe faith and zeal and enterprize becoming her p'esent position of acknowl
edged responsibility ard duty. We may talk of
difficulties, and send agents on hurried visits and
engrossed with other and paramount duties, to
guage those difficultiei and spread them before the
Church.
We may alk of the inadequacy of
means, even to suppoit the domestic stations al
ready assumed—and al this may make up an apol
ogy for doing nothing. But it ought not, and it
will not be satisfactory to the Church. She de
mands that something iliall be attempted commen
surate with her sense of responsibility, and the
actual measure of her cuty.

mer nations, the apparently great and numerous
difficulties in the way of success are well calcula
ted to excite discouragement. Now to us, we
confess, it does not appear so. They are calcula
ted deeply to excite our chrisian sympathies, and
to rouse us to high and self-denying effort,—to
call forth the liberal alms and the fervent prayers
of the Church; but by no means to discourage.—
Why do not our neighbors, the Methodists, who,
in the language of Mr. Gregory, have already mo
nopolized some of the tribes, talk in this way, and
fold their hands and go back to their friends and
abandon the poor Indians in despair?
“After all,” Mr. Gregory says, “I am not pre
pared to say that the difficulties are so great as to
excite just discouragement. Indians are flesh
and blood like ourselves, and have the same com
mon wants and hopes and fears and affections.——
They have bodies sensible to comfort, and under
standings capable of improvement, and souls that
may be filled with the love of God, and the knowl
edge of his Son Jesus Christ. They can be civ
ilized. They can be christianized !’’—then why
shall we not go earnestly about the work? We
act as though either we did not believe such results
practicable, or as if some heathen-salvability here
sy had taken such hold of us as to paralize all ef
fort.

[Our space obliges us to postpone what we have
further
to 6ay on this subject, to our next number.)
The interesting and able report of Mr. Gregory
is as much to the purpose, as uuiier the circum
stances, could be expeted—charged as he was,
True piety represses destructive appetites
doring the year of his dsplaincy, with a cure at a AND QUICKENS AND CONCENTRATES THE 1NTELmilitary post, of 600 soils. The information it tellect.—There is no more fatal betrayer than a
embodies may be turnd to good service. But right and excellent principle adopted, but consign
we repeat the expression ot our opinion—our ap. ed to future time and more favorable inclination to
prehension we ought rither to say—that it will be acted upon. Many a well-trained and wellgo to strengthen the invressiou, already too strong principled youth is thus betrayed into a delay of
in certain quarters, Uat on the whole, the obsta what most deeply concerns his spiritual well-be
cles are so considoralls that it were wise to at ing. Principles which, if heartily acted upon,
would result in an entire renovation of character,
tempt nothing furtherat present.
The Indian territory guaranteed by the good are adopted, but held as it were in abeyance—till
faith of our government forever, to the tribes re circumstances imperiously demand that they be
moving thither, is said to be unsurpassed in salu come influential. Then how often is the discove
brity and fertility by tny part of this continent.— ry made that the harvest is past? Instead of the
It is 600 miles long and 200 broad, and is at scriptural belief oj the heart unto righteousness, and
present occupied by twenty-four tribes—number a sound growth in holiness of heart and life, there
ing in all more than 100,000 souls. Twelve of is only a looose speculative adoption of evangelical
these tribes were visited by Mr Gregory. In fif principle and an entire withholding of the heart and
teen of them there aretliirty-nine missions of other life from the sanctifying power of the gospel.
The legitimate effects of genuine piety upon the
Christian denominatiens in successful operation.
In ten, there are 36 schools and 700 scholars. affections, intellect and conscience, are forcibly il
The united nation or'Choctaws and Chickasaws, lustrated in the following paragraphs, which we
with a population of 20,000 souls, has 19 schools commend to the thoughtful attention of our readers:
and nbout 350 sc ho hrs, a national legislaturo,
There is in human nature a tendency to sensual
courts of law, trial by ,nry, &tc.
indulgence, and to pursuits selfish and unworthy.
Some of the Indian tiibcs were partially civilized The very child exhibits this propensity; and no
youth, familiar with his heart, can fail to be hum
by Christian missions, before they crossed the bled and alarmed in view of the strength of this
Mississippi, particularly tho Choctaws, Creeks, propensity.
Too often it becomes, even m early life, the
Cherokees, Senecas, Delawares and Shawnaes, but
their settlement in the Indian territory has given controlling principle; reducing the man with all
his nobler powers to a complete and ignoble vas
a new impulse to their efforts at improvement in salage. Humanity weeps over the wreck of char
the arts of civilized life. The Quapaws, Kanzas, acter, life, and soul, produced by these wayward
Sauks, Pottawatomies and Otoes, are entering principles of our nature.
The only infallible remedy for the disease is
with new spirit upon agricultural pursuits. As
Christian
piety. The great springs of moral ac
clear as the noon-day sun, is the fact, 6ays Mr.
tion are disordered; and to them especially the
Gregory, that every body of emigrant Indians from gospel applies its correcting influence. It claims
the east, is in improvement, far in advance of the authority over the very thoughts and feelings;
indigenous tribes. Yet in all candor, he must while all other influence reaches odIj to the ex
needs add, that when he thinks of the Christianiza ternal mao.
In proportion as true religion' gains ascendency,
tion nnd social and civil improvement of these con
the irregularities of appetite and passion are effect
quered, degraded, and dependant remnants of for ually suppressed. Let it have entire empire, a ad
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temptation may assail in vain: the youth and the
man of years alike are secure. Is the Christian
characterized by near communion with God, and
a pantiDg desire to advance the divine glory? Is
the eternal law graven on his heart, and his eye
fixed on heaven1 lie has risen to a holy eminence
from which he looks down in pity or disgust upon
the pursuits of the ambitious, the gay, and the
worldly, as well as the grosser indulgences of the
aensualist.
Again; Eminent piety harmonizes and concen
trates all the useful faculties’
One of the effects of sin has been to occasion an
ever-raging conflict between the powers of the
•oul. On one side are the affections, and on the
other judgment and conscience. And it was in
view of this warfare that revelation declared,
“The wicked are like the troubled 6ea when it
cannot rest, whose waters cast up mire and dirt.”
The sinner’s affections lead him to • forsake and for
get God, and cleave to the world as his portion.
They would blind his eyes to the true dignity of
his nature, and the grandeur of his destiny. They
bid him secure his own advancement, whatever
other interests of the universe may be sacrificed.
But his judgment and conscience bring in other de
cisions, and point to a far different course of life.
They proclaim the folly as well as guilt of his sel
fish, or vicious, or vain pursuits, and thunder an
alarm in reference to the future.
The human mind was not designed to be the
theatre of such conflicts. It was formed to ex
hibit, and it may be made to exhibit a combina
tion of powers, all harmonious in their operations
and all conspiring to ennoble and bless the indi
vidual through everlasting ages. And the in
fluence that can allay the tumult, and harmonize
the discordant elements, is found in the gospel
and grace of God, and no where else. One of the
very first effects of genuine religion is to produce
peaces And the more entire its dominion, the
more perfect is the tranquility of the soul.
By thus harmonizing the faculties, and bringing
them to act in unison, religion also imparts ener
gy to the character. Do the affections, conscience
judgment, all concentrate on a single object/—ac
tion is easy, prompt, and efficient. The man has
courage, firmness, patience, and fortitude. And
possibly, the world has often found occasion to
look with astonishment upon the boldness and
splendor of his achievements. You may have
genius, you may have knowledge, and still be dis
qualified for all great and noble action. And it is
nffectii.g to see how often a lofty intellect has been
debased, and perverted, and embarrassed in all its
operations, by a heart under the dominion of sin.
Let divine grace break away those bonds of corrup
tion, and bring the powers of the man to act in
concert, aDdtliere is dignity imparted to his char
acter, and boldness and efficiency characterize his
efforts. You mistake, if you suppose that genu
ine religion has any other effect than to quicken
and exalt, ns well as purify, every faculty of the
•oul.
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tion of hia missionary work for twenty yeare, he languages during the last year. Many of their
has been w perils of waters, in perils of robbers, publications have found their way across the Indus
in perils by hia own countrymen, in perils by the to Afghanistan. At Allahabad they have another
heathen—*in weariness and painfulne98, in watch press in efficient operation in connexion with Chris
ings often, in hunger and thirst, in fastings often, tian schools and the preaching of the Gospel.
The Board has flourishing missions also among
in cold and nakedness—all this only shows “wrong
several
of the Indian tribes—the Ottawas and
headed energy’’—and earns for him in the Ameri
Chippewas
of Michigan, and the Sauks and
can Episcopal Church- the honorable title of “the
lowas of the Indian Territory. They have two
hero of the triple bastinado”! His resolution to
spend the remnant of his life and of a worn out missionaries in Texas, three or four in Western
constitution, in the zealous discharge of the duties Africa, two at Singapore, eight in North-Western
of an unattractive country cure, is “showing his India, and four in East India. Two missionaries
shrewdness in taking a good living’*! His acting of this Board are just about to embark for a new
in consistency with the doctrine and discipline mission in the Kingdom of Siam.
The operations of the Presbyterian Board are
of the Church of which he is a presbyter, indicates
distinct from those of the American Board of
that after a career of quixotic adventure and ridic
Commissioners for Foreign Missions.
ulous exposure to suffering and privation, “the
world over,*’ he is at length r,doubtless prepared
Receipts of the American Board of Commis
to appreciate whatever comforts he may be able to
sioners for Foreign Missions.—The first year of
find in good sense and good churchmanship”!In short, thia laborious and heroic missionary is the operations of this powerful and efficient Mis
sionary Board, the receipts were $999; the last
a sort oflusus naturae—possessing indeed some of |
the attributes of humanity—but hardly deserving year, they were $252,000.
to be considered as belonging to the species—an
We beg leave to direct the attention of our rea
“odd mixture of wit and madness, of piety and van
ders to tne communication of our learned corres
ity, of folly and genius, of good natured credulity
pondent “M,” on Parochial Psalmody.
and wrong-headed energy, of caustic cunning and
eccentric learning, of migratory wildness and Cath
*#* Correction.—In a part of the edition of
olic sobriety, perambulating the earth under the
our last number, a typographical error escaped the
name of Joseph WolfP’!—This is a tone of refined
notice of the proof-reader, which we are particu
billingsgate disgraceful alike to jhe columneof a . larly anxious to correct. In our reference to the
religious print and to the Church of which it af
article of “Vindex,’’ on the Churchman and Mr.
fects to be a leading organ. We do not assume
Simeon, the expression “a6 opposed to us^is used
to be thechampions or the apologists of Dr. Wolff.
instead of “as appears to us,’’ The error was
But we protest against the heartless injustice of
not observed by us till nearly the whole edition
an attack so bitterly and derisively personal, upon
was stricken off.
one whom good men of every Christian name have
united in honoring as a laborious and faithful ser
ECCLESIASTICAL INTELLIGENCE.
vant of Christ._____________
vity of nsw i
rirst Sunday after
The Ministry called to self-denial. A Sermon Epiphany, January 12, confirmed 75 in St. Luke’s
preached at the Matriculation of students in the Church.
General Theological Seminary of the Protes
The Rev. Charles H. Halsey, late a Deacon of
tant Episcopal Church in the United Slates, on the Diocese of New Jersey, having removed into
the evening of the third Sunday in Advent, this Diocese, with a letter of dismission, and been
Dec. 15> 1839, in St. Peter's Church, New- here received, has changed accordingly hiscanonial
residence.
York. By William R. Whittingham, D. D.
As has also the Rev. D. M’Coy, removed, in
“St. Mark’s in the Bowery,’’ Professor of Eccle6- the same way, from this Diocese into that of Penn
sylvania.— Churchman.
siastical History.

Journal of Dr. Wolff—The Churchman no
tices the publication of Dr. Wolff’s Journal in Eng
land, and gives one or two of bis letters, address
ed to Sir Thomas Baring. Not satisfied with hav
ing falsely accused him of Irvingism and insan
ity, and employed the lash of ridicule when this good
roan was on a short visit to our country, he avails
himself of the opportunity afforded by a copy of
his Journal being placed in his hands—not to no
tice the work—but to return to the dignified sport
of laughing at him-and hie simple friends—gloating
over his eccentricities, as fair game. Hia mis
sionary travels and labors for twenty years, in all
parta of the world—to the usefulness of which men
of the most varying opinions and principles have
borne unequivocal testimony, arc held up as
•emclesB and ridiculous perambulations of the
•arth! It is worthy of nothing but a contemptu
ous sneer, that in the zealous and steady prosecu

This discourse of Dr. Wbittinghan possessess
in an uncommon degree the eloqence of evangeli
cal truth strongly and fervidly conceived, and bold
ly and earnestly expressed. We have read it
with the heartiest interest.
We hove enriched a previous pap with an ex
tract which we beg to commend to he special at
tention of our readers.

•

At a confirmation held on the 22d of October,
in St. Peter’s Church, Dublin, the rite was ad
ministered by the archbishop to more than 500
persons.
Christian Missions.—5/. PauVs Church,
Concord, N. H.—The dedication of this beautiful
little church to the service of Almighty God was
made by the interesting parish as a new year’s of
fering on the first instant, under circumstances
exceedingly gratifying.
Seven brethren of the clergy were present, in
cluding our beloved and venerated Bishop.
Morning prayer was read by the Rev. Charles
Burroughs, D. D., rector of St. John’s Church,
Portsmouth, and the lessons by the Rev. Wm.
Horton, rector of St. Thomas’s Church, Dover.
The Bishop performed the offiee of consecration
in his accustomed dignified and impressive*manner,
and preached one of his excellent and edifying
sermons.
I he church was crowded to excess, and many
went away in consequence of not being able to
gain admission.

Missions of the PresbyteihanBoard.—We
learn from our exchange papers tlat the Execu
tive Committee of this Board have esolved on es
tablishing a missionat Calcutta so Don as suitable
men can be obtained. They are iso making ar
rangements for the establishment o'other missions
in Assam and New South Wale; A reinforce-,
ment of three missionaries is to ie sent to their
missions in India. The general aspect of their
missions is spoken'Of as highly enoivaging. The
On Thursday, the 2nd inst., the Rev. Mr. Ten
earlier missionaries sent out by thi Board are now
able to preach to the natives in thrown tongues. Broeck was instituted Rector of the Church.
The Rev. Dr. Burroughs preached a very appro
They have two printing presses aLodiana, which
priate and instructive sermon on the occasion.—
have issued twenty-four works h five different Christian Witness.

GAMBIER OBSERVER AND
misobllanbous.

he told me, it was not only a general dark
inelaucholy over his mind, such as be had
formerly
felt, but a most penetrating, cutting
the benefactress.
sorrow. So that, though in his body he suf
• v 111. u h. iii ou n i r.
fered extreme pain for some weeks, yet the
Who ssks if I remember thee t or apeak Uij treasured
agonies of his mind sometimes swallowed up
name t
He
Doth the frail ruah forget the stream, from which its the sense of what he felt in his body.
told me, and gave it me in charge to tell it to
greenness came ;
Doth the wild lonely flower that sprang in some rude, one for whom he was much concerned, that
though tliere were nothing to come after this
rocky dell.
Forget the first awakening smile that on its bosom fell I life, yet, all the
pleasures lie had ever
Did Israel’s exiled sons, when far from Zion’s hill away, known in sin, were not worth that torture he
Forget the high and holy house where first they learned had felt in his mind.
He considered that he
to pray 1
had not only neglected and dishonored, hut
Forget, around Iheir temple’s wreck, to roam in mute
had openly defied his Maker, and had drawn
despair,
many others into the like impurities: so that
And o’er its hallowed ashes pour a grief that none might
he looked on himself as one that was in great
share I
danger
of being damned.” At a subsequent
Remember thee I Remember thee 1 though many a year
interview, however, he gave an interesting
hath fled,
Since o'er thy pillow, cold and low, the uprooted turf account of the manner in which he had ob
tained relief. “He said, Mr. Parsons, in or
waa spread,
der
to his conviction, rend to him the fiftyTet etill doth twilight's musing hour Aliy graceful form
third chapter of the prophecy of Isaiah, and
restore,
And morning breathe thy music tone, like Meninon’s compared that with the history of our Sa
viour’s passion, that he might there see a his
harp of yore.
The simple cap that deck’d thy brow, is still to Mem tory concerning it, written many ages before it
was done, which the Jews that blasphemed
ory dear,
Her faithful echoes keep thy songs that lulled my infant Jesus Christ still held in tlieir hands, as a
ear;
hook divinely inspired. He said to me, that
The book, from which my lisping tongue was by thy as he heard it rend, he felt an inward force
kindness taught,
upon him, which did so enlighten his mind,
Returns, with all its lettered lines illumed with hues of and convince him, that he could resist no
thought
longer, for the words had an authority which
The flowers, the dear familiar flowers, that in thy gar
did shoot like rays or beams in his mind; so
den grew,
that he was convinced, not only by the rea
From which thy mantle vase was filled, methinks they
sonings he had about it, which satisfied his
breathe anew;
understanding, hut by a power which did so
Again the whispering lily bends, and ope yon lij>s of
effectually constrain him, that he did ever
rose.
As if some message of thy lore, they lingered to dis after as firmly believe in his Saviour, as if he
had seen him in the clouds. He had made it
close ;
’Tib true that more than fourscore years had bowed tliy he read so often to him, that he had got it by
heart, and went through a great part of it in
beauty low,
And mingled with thy cup of life full many a cup of discourse with me, with a sort of heavenly
* woe;
pleasure, giving me his reflections on it”—
»•
r_ .___ _
But yet thou had'at a higher charm than youthful bloom n /’ - i
u-.u r——
various ways: among others, by signing sol
And balm, within thy chastened heart, to heal another’s
emnly, in the presence of witnesses, the fol
wound.
lowing declaration“For the benefit of all
Remember thee! Remember thee I though with the
those whom I may have drawn into sin by my
blest on high,
example and encouragement, I leave to the
Thou hast a mansion of delight, unseen by mortal eye,
world this my last declaration, which 1 deliv
Comes not thy wing to visit me, in the deep watch of
er in the presence of that great God, who
night,
When visions of unuttered things do make my sleep so knows the secrets of all hearts, and before
whom I am now appearing to he judged, that
bright 1
i feel thy love within my breast, it nerves mo strong and from the bottom of my soul, I detest and ab
hor the whele course of my former wicked
high,
Ae cheers the wanderer on the deep the polo-alar in the life; that 1 can never sufficiently admire the
goodness of God, who has given me a true
sky ;
Aid when my weary spirit quails, or friendship’s smile sense of the pernicious opinions, and vile prac
tices by winch I have hitherto lived, without
is cold,
I feel thine arm around me thrown, as ofl it was of old. hope, and without God in the world; have
Remember thee 1 Remember thee I while flows this been an open enemy to Jesus Christ, do
purple tide,
ing the utnnst despite to the Holy Spirit of’
I’ll keep thy precepts in my heart, thy pattern for my
Grace; and that the greatest testimony of
guide;
my charity .o such, is to warn them, in the
And when life’a little journey eBds, and light forsakes
name of G>d, and as they regard the wel
the eye.
Come near me, at ray bed of pain, and teach me how to fare of theiiimmortal souls, no more to deny
his being, c his providence, or despise his
die.
goodness; n> more to make a mock of sin,
or contemn the pure and excellent religion
EARL OF ROCHESTER.
of my ever bessed Redeemer, through whose
As some of our readers may not be acquain merits alone, I, one of the greatest of sin
ted with the history of this nobleman, it may ners, do yet rape for mercy and forgiveness.
be proper to state that be was one of the Amen.
most licentious and jovial of the profligate
companions of Charles J I. In the thirtyDULL BOYS.
third year of his age, his career was arrested
\ e are r.otto conclude that those who are
by a disease, which proved fatal; and his at first exceelingly dull, will never make
last illness afforded a remarkable display of great proficuny in learning. The examples
the power and sovereignty of divine grace.— are numerou: .f persons who were unprom
Bishop Burnet, thus speaks of him :
But ising in childnod, but were distinguished in
sow, the hand of God touched him; and, as manhood for Aeir great acquirements.

Adam Clarke, D. D., was taught the alpha
bet with great difficulty. He was often chas
tised for his dullness; it was seriously fear
ed by his parents that he never would learn;
he was eight years old before he could spell
words of three letters. He was distinguished
for nothing but roiling large stones. At the
age of eight, he was placed under a new
teacher, who, by the kindness of his manner,
and by suitable encouragement, aroused the
slumbering energies ol his mind, and elicited
a desire for improvement. It is well known
that he became even more distinguished for
his various and extensive acquirements, than
he had ever been for rolling stones.
Isaac Barrow, D. D., for two or three
years after he commenced going to school,
was distinguished only for quarreling, and
rude sports. This seemed to be his ruling
passion. His father considered his prospects
for usefulness or respectability so dark, that
he often said, if either child w’as to die, he
hoped it would he Isaac. But Isaac after
wards became the pride of his father’s family,
and an honor to his country. He was appoin
ted master of Trinity College, at which time
the king said, “ he had given the office to the
best scholar in England.”
The Rev. Thomas Ilalyburton, formerly
Professor of Divinity at St Andrews, had,
until he was twelve years old, a great aversion
to learning. 1 might mention many other ex
amples to illustrate the same truth.—Davis's
Teacher.
WASHINGTON AND BISHOP WHITE.

The following parallel is taken from a Dis
course recently delivered by the Hon. J. Ser
geant before the Mercantile Library of Phila
delphia. The dead do not furnish our only il
lustrations, and the character of the distin
guished Lecturer will occur to every one, as
affording a beautiful example of the union of
which he speaks.
“It is when great talents and accomplish
ments are united with high moral worth, and
then alone, dint we have an approach to the
perfection of human character, which is sure
to he a blessing to mankind. In this was the
seeming mystery of the character of Wash
ington, which has embalmed his memory with
peculiar odor. A giant truly in his stature
and proportions, yet lie was not of the race
of the giants who have made war upon hea
ven and earth—who have caused angels to
weep, and filled the habitations of man with
tears and blood. He was a hero, hut not the
vulgar miscalled hero, who goes about the
world wrapped in flamgs and fury, scattering
fit ebrands and death. His image, rails grandme unequalled, rises above all others, be
cause it stands upon the firm pedestal of mor
al worth. Another example might be invo
ked, of one whose grave is yet fresh, whose
form we have all seen, in its very autumn
still retaining its beauty, but much more
beautiful for the virtues of which it reminded
ns—-the venerable man, I mean, who so long
ministered nt the altar as the head of the
Episcopal church. Between these two pre
eminent individuals, whose paths through life
seemed to be so far apart, some might sup
pose there was no resemblance. And yet, if
closely examined, sush a conclusion will be
found to lx* erroneous. Washington was
unsurpassed in eveiy kind of courage. This
quality circumstances made conspicuous and
indispensable in the stations he occupied.—
1 he venerable Bishop, meek and humble as
he was, it is no derogation from the glory of
Washington to say, was in this point fully
his equal. No fear could drive him from the
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way of duty- When the pestilence, known
by the name of the yellow fever, suddenly,
and with apalling malignity, visited our city,
and the only escape from death appeared to
be in flight, he resolutely refused to quit his
post, and went wherever he was called, to
administer the consolations of religion to the
sick and the dying. And this not once but
as often as the fearful visitation was permitted
by Providence to be repeated. Even in ex
treme old age, when the weight of years, and
the infirmities they bring with them, might
well have been deemed an excuse, he would
not decline the invitation of a poor sufferer in
one of the cholera hospitals w ho desired his
aid in prayer. In both, this great quality
was so attempered and guided by virtue, that
it never became aggressive or hurtful. Both
would if necessary, have triumphantly em
braced the stake; but neither would have
lighted the pile to destroy another.
THOUGHTS ON POVERTY AND RICHES.

Much is wanting to those who seek much.
—Horace.
Care, and a thirst for more, attend a grow
ing fortune.—lb.
If thou dost not desire much, a little will
aeemto thee an abundance.—Democritus.
If thou shall live according to the necessi
ties of thy nature, thou slialt never be poor;
but if whim and fancy determine thy wants,
thou shalt never be rich.—Seneca.
Neverspend against your inclination.—Dr.
Johnson.
Never anticipate uncertain profts.—Old
maxim.
Never purchase an article because it is
cheap.—7'hos. Jefferson.
These great possessions are the things that
make dying so terrible.—Charles V.
Riches are not comely for a niggard.—Son
qf Sirach.
The rich man is wise in his owm conceit.—
Solomon.
Riches profit not in the day of wrath.—lb.
A good name is rather to be chosen than
great riches.—lb.
Riches certainly make themselves wings;
they fly away as an eagle toward heaven.—

n>.

Let not the rich man glory in his riches.—
Jeremiah.
If riches increase set not your heart upon
them.—David.
Trust not in uncertain riches.—Daul.
It is easier for a camel to go through the
eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter
into the kingdom of God.—Jesus Christ.
Poverty, brought on by indolence or ex
travagance, is a disgrace because a punish
ment.
Poverty is not a virtue, though most of the
extraordinary examples of virtue have been
among the poor.
The history of literature, science and phi
losophy, in all Christian countries, shows that
more men of genius and worth had a poor
parentage than is generaly supposed.
Poverty to a remarkable degree possesses
the power of self-perpetuation. “The pov
erty of the poor is his destruction.”
None know the trials of poverty but those
who have felt them.
Distrust not the Lord when thou art poor.
—Son of Sirach.
There is that maketh himself poor, yet hath
great riches.—Solomon.
The only sinless being ever born on earth
lived and died in great poverty, being fed
chiefly by the charity of a few poor women.
Real enjoyment in this world is not exclu

ded from the cottage of the poor. “A dinner
of herbs and love therewith (especialy the
love of God) is better than a stalled ox and
hatred therewith.”
A large portion of the church of God in
every age has been composed of the poor.
Content is natural wealth.—Socrates.
Having food and raiment let us be there
with content.—Paul.
Give me neither poverty nor riches; feed
me with food convenient (suitable) for me;
lest 1 be full, and deny thee, and say Who is
the Lord ? or lest I l>e poor, and steal, and
take the name of my God in vain.—Agur the
Son of Jakeh.
HANNAH MORE’S SCHOOLS.

During a recess of Parliament Wilberforce
made a visit to Bath, for the benefit of the
waters, and while there he had much inter
course with Mrs. Hannah More. This was a
friendship which his increasing desire of
intercourse with those who feared God led
him especially at this time to cultivate. There
was no part of Mrs. II. More’s character
which he regarded with greater admiration
than her active usefulness in the retirement
of the country. “I was once,” he said, “ap
plied to by a Yorkshire clergyman, who
desired me to assist him in obtaining a dispen
sation for non-residence upon his cure. He
had been used, he said, to live in London with
the first literary circles, and now he was
banished into the country far from all intel
lectual society. I told him that I really could
not in concience use any influence I possessed
to help him; and then I mentioned to him the
case of Mrs. H. More, who in like manner
had lived with Johnson, Garrick, Burke, Sir
J. Reynolds, &c. and was also courted by them
all, and who had a great taste for such society;
and yet had broken away from its attractions
and shut up herself in the country, to devote
her talents to the instruction of a set of
wretched people sunk in heathen darkness
amongst whom she was spending her time
and fortune in schools and institutions for
their benefit, going in all weathers a consider
able distance to watch over them, until at last
she had many villages and some thousands
of children under her care. 'Phis is truly
magnificent, the really sublime in character.
I delight to think of it, and of the estimation
in which the sacrifice she made will be held
in another world. “There is no class of
persons,” he would add, “whose condition
has been more improved within my recollection
than that of unmarried women. Formerly
there seemed to be nothing useful in which
they could be naturally busy, but now they
may always find an object in attending to the
poor.”

The disinterested spirit of Paul did not
appear only in his readiness to renounce every
pecuniary claim. He was prepared, and stood
always ready, to make a sacrifice of his ease,
his health, his strength, his reputation, his
life, in prosecution of his high calling, and
for the advancement of the spiritual welfare
of those among whom he labored; nor could
their ingratitude and insensibility to his
services cool the ardor of his generous
determination to do them good: “ I will very
gladly spend and be spent for you; though
the more abundantly I love you, the less I be
loved.” Nor was this disinterested benevo
lence confined to “those who were Christians.”
If the maxim be just, “out of the abundance
of the heart the mouth speaketh,” then his
unpremeditated reply to King Agrippa is a
convincing proof of this. Struck with his
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fervent appeal to him, and with the character
of his whole appearance, and defence, the king
could not refrain from exclaiming, “Almost
thou persuades! me to be a Christian.”—“I
would to God that not only thou, but also all
that hear me this day, w’ere both almost and
altogether such as I am, except these bonds.”
O how gladly would Paul have continued
to wear “these bonds?” how gladly would he
have withdrawn his “appeal to Caesar,” and
consented to “ go up to Jerusalem, and there
be judged,” provided he could have obtained
but half his pious wish? My brethren, if that
sentiment, instead of lying in this despised
book, had occurred in a Greek tragedy or a
Roman story, or had it proceeded from the
mouth of a Socrates or a Cicero, instead of
that of an apostle, it would have been quoted
an hundred times in the writings of the age
as an effusion of the sublimest and purest
benevolence. But, alas? our wits have taste
and feeling on every point but one.—Af’Cne.
RELIGIOUS

INTELLIGENCE.

DIOCESAN MISSIONARY

SOCIETY.

The Society for the Advancement of Christianity ia
Pennsylvania, held its twenty-eighth anniversary in St.
James’ Church on the evening of the Epiphany. The
Evening Service was read by the Rev. Mr. Dorr, and the
sermon preached by the Rev. Mr. Clemson, from Heb.
xiii. 16. The Report ot the Board of Trustees was read
by the Rev. Dr. Ducachet, and from it we gather the
following summary.
Twenty-nine missionaries have
been in the employment of the Society during the year,
of whom twenty-three are now laboring at their respect
ive stations. A full view of their operations cannot be
given, inasmuch ns from some of them reports have not
been received, and those of most of the others are very
defective in the statement of particulars. Baptisms,
adults 41, children 182, total 223; communicants, added
138, whole number 619; Sunday-schools nineteen, teach
ers 137, scholars 830; services on Sundays, 1543, du
ring the week, 240, total 1783; organized congregations
24, other places where service is held 31, total 55; com
munion administered 86 times, amount of moneys col
lected for various objects $1615. One church was erec
ted duringthe year, and another is expected to be com
pleted next summer.
In the Education Depart
ment aid has been extended to ten beneficiaries, two of
whom were ordained in the course of the year. The
amount nppropriated to the use of this department was
only $7*25, and the sums paid to each individual varied
from 50 to 150 dollars. The receipts of the Society from
all sources were #4194,79; expenditures $3699,94;—
leaving a balance of $494,85, which will be mure than
exhausted by the payments to be made the missionaries
in February. “In reviewing this simple exposition of
our finances,” says the Report, “we cannot fail to be
struck with the amount of good which has been done
with so small an amount of means. With about $3,700, we have secured the services of 29 missionaries,
aided ten young men in their education, and procured
the preaching ot the Word and the ministrations of the
blessed Gospel to nearly sixty congregations.” After the
sermon, a collection was taken up, amounting to $140.
— Banner of the Cross.
JERUSALEM.
A letter has been received from Rev. Mr. Lanneau,
dated Jerusalem, 26th of September. He had returned
to his field of labor with improved heath, but still una
ble to task his eyes severely, as they continued to feel
the effects of the disease with which they had been as
sailed. The London Jews Society had reinforced their
mission in tho Holy City, by the addition of four effi
cient laborers who can say as Paul did, that they are
“the seed of Abraham.” He is anxious for the return
of Mr. and Mrs. Whiling, who are on a visit to this
country, and is in expectation of a reinforcement from
the American Board. It appears from his letter that
the Turkish Authorities treat the Missionaries with
marked respect and attention. And an instance ia no
ticed where one has been invited as the chief guest at
their entertainments for several days in succession. He
expresses the hope that the time, the set time to favor
Zion, may speedily come. One thing ia certain.—Both
Jews and Christians are directing their attention more
to the Holy Land than they have for centuries past, and
under the impression that rt is to be the theatre on which
God will display, in a remarkable' manner, his wondera
of mercy and love. They have now in Jerusalem quite
a little band of disciples. And if they had the faith and
zeal of the primitive disciples, many a Jew and many a
Gentile might, by the blessing ofGod, be gathered into
the fold of the Redeemer. Let prayer be continually
oflered by the Church in their behalf that they may have
grace and strength for the work to which they have
been called.

The list of clergy in Swords’ Almanac for 1840, con
tains 1010 names, being 34 more than in that lor 1839.
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BIULWLASS QUESTIONS.

ECLECTIC SCHOOL BOOKS.

of the other committees, the chairmen are part Whigs
and part Adinia;stntion>

500,000.

EARLY Five Hundred Thousand copies of thera
QUESTIONS FOR THE FIRST LESSON OF THE
The daughter and only child of Lord Brougham is
valuable School Books have been published during
MORNING SERVICE.
dead. She was interred in the burial ground ol the the short time they have been before the public. They
Benchers
of
Lincoln
’
s
Inn,
on
the
4th
of
December.
thb fovbtm svndav a ft hr thb bfifbxnt.
are now the standard School Books of the West.
This is the only instance on record of the interment of a
The Eclectic School Series comprises the following
1. What is this Sunday called?
works, and are constantly for rale by the publishers;
female in this burying ground.
2. What does the wore A'/iip/urny signify?
Eclectic Primer,
3. Where do you find Ute Psalms for thia day!.
A Trscbdy in R«ai. Life.—The Baltimore Sun
Eclectic Spelling Book,
4. Where ta the first lemon for thia morning's ser
gives a shocking account of a murder committed at
Eclectic First Reader,
vice?
Georgetown Cross Roads, in Maryland, on the 4th in
Eclectic Second Reader,
5. What individual may be alluded to in v. IT
Eclectic Third Reader,
6. When good men die, why should we lay it to heart’ stant, under the influence of jealousy and intoxication.
Eclectic Fourth Reader,
7. If we do not lay it to heart, what does that prove The murderer, a young man named Newman, had con
ceived a strong aftection for a young lady in the neigh
Ray’s Eclectic Arithmetic,
with respect te our own characters?
borhood,
who
discountenanced
his
passion,
manifesting
Ray's Little Arithmetic,
8. W hat is the slate of the righteous immediately af
1
a
pielerence
for
a
Mr.
Worth.
Alter
passing
iheeven
Ray’s Rules and Tables,
ter death! v. 2. Rev. xiv. IX
9. It is raid, Each one walking, v. 2. Is this to be ! ing in company with Mr. Worth and the young lady,
Miss Beecher’s Moral Instructor,
understood in the past tense, vie. Eachlhst did walk ; ; Newman went out, fortified his bloody purpose with liMansfield’s Political Grammar.
■
quor.
and
ihen
going
to
the
window
of
the
room
in
FALL
SCHOOLS.—As the time is now at hand for
or does it refer to a fuisre and separate state 1
10. Does God in v. 3, 4. charge them with not being which he had left his rival, shot him dead in the pre the establishment of Fall Schools, the attention of
sence of the lady.
School Examiners and Teachers is particularly invited to
the true children of Abraham os they supposed?
a critical examination of the Eclectic Books11. With the sin of Idolatry they are raid to have
Thx Sub-Treasury Bill.—The Washington Corres
•lain their children, <. 5; fur what purpose was this
NO ALTERATIONS. —A long lime since these
pondent of the N. Y. Journal of Commerce says:—“it Books were brought to a great stale of perfection, and
done? Deut. xii. 31.
12 Which ef the Kings of Judah was guilty of this has been stated, snd, I believe, truly, that it is intended were then put into a permanent stereotype form. No
by the friends of the Administration to pass this bill at alteration will be made in them. Successive editions
sin? 2 Kings xxi. 34
13. What is meant by the “Remembrance," which once, and without unnecessary delay. Perhaps in three will be alike and can be used together. They are under
weeks it will tie a law. The whigs, it is said, will make NO injunction or obstruction, and their 6ale is and has
they placed behind the posts of their doors? v. 8.
14. Are they charged with courting alliances with no formal or prolonged opposition to it."
ever been free and uninterrupted.
idolatrous kings, such as those of Egypt or Assyria? V.
For sale at publishers prices by ISAAC N. IFIIINearly sixty thousand persons are registered on the
9. __________
Hos. xii. I.
15. Why do not sinners change their mind when they j books of the twelve municipalities of Paris, as in a state TING, Columbus, Ohio; Truman & Smith, Cincin
nati; Grigg &, Elliot, Philadelphia.* Robinson &. Pratt
find (hat their sinful efforts only weary instead of reliev of starvation!
New-York city; W. J. &. J. F. Brown, Indianapolis;
ing them? v. 10.
Thi Murder of Hagan.—We hear in various quar James Maxwell, Jr., Louisville, Ky.
16. Is it ironically said, I will declare thy righteous
The cheapness of price, the excellent style of manu
ters, of the inuruer ef our respected fellow townsman,
ness? does it really mean their wickedness?—v. 12.
17. Why is it said that wicked expedients can never Mr. Richard Hagan, by Mr. Lyle, Mayor (we believe) facture, and the peculiar adaptatiun of the Eclectic
of Natchez. The murdei was committed in a hotel of Series to the purposes of instruction, have gained for
profit a nation’) v. 12.
18. If we fly from God now, to whom will he send us that city; while Hagan was held by a friend ol Lyle's. the works a popularity never before enjoyed by any oth
We are without particulars. The brother of the deccas- er School Books.
in the day of our distress? v. 13.
Judg. x. 13, 14
Teachers and School Trustees will be supplied gratui
19. Does v.
intimate that God will remove every «1, we understand, started for Natchez on Sunday, in
thing that may lie in the way of those who put their the Sultana, to learn the nature of the difficulty which tously, with copies of the Eclectic Readers and Arith
led to this melancholy result, and lake such steps in metics for examination, on application to the Bookstore
trust in him?
I. N. WHITING.
20. Do the 14th and following verses look favorable the case as his feelings may dictate.—Neu> Orleans Sun, of
Columbus, October 12.
Dec. 24.
towaids their return from Babylon?
21. How longafter this prophecy did that event occur? I
--------BLOOMFIELD’S GREEK TESTAMENT.
22. God is said to inhabit eternity; what is Eternity/
Items.—The Middletown Sentinel states that Dr.Olin
HE Greek Testament, with English Notes, Critical,
y. 15.
has accepted the Presidency of the Wesleyan UniversiPhilological, and Exegeticul, partly selected and ar
23. Is Heaven a state ora place, or both? v. 15.
I
in that city.
ranged from the best Commentators, ancient and mod
24. What is the reason that the word “place,” and
The dwelling house of Col. Samuel W. Davies, Maymany other words in the Scriptures, are in italics? v. 15. ’ of the city of Cincinnati, was burnt to tho ground on ern, but chiefly original. The whole being especially
adapted to the use of Academical Students, Candidates
25. Who may derive comfort from y. 15?
i
morning of the 2d insL
26. In what sense are we unable to bear the wrath of!
Upwards of $14,000 were recently collected at the for the sacred office, and ministers, though also intended
as a manual edition for the use of theological readors in
Godl v. 16.
Ladies Fair in New Orleans.
27. Which has been most noted for covetousness, the
Three thousand pigs of American lead have been sold general. By the Rev. S. T. Bloomfield, D. D. F. R.
Jewish or the Romish Church? v. 17.
(bo shipped to Canton. The price now is very low, A.B 2 vols. 8vo.
Just received and lor sale at the Bookstore of
28. What is the tendency of this sin, as it respects though it is thought sufficient torenunierate the manuISAAC N. WHITING.
lacturers and ensure a continued supply. Lead is just as
ourselvesl
Columbus, December?.
good
for
the
(Chinese
as
silver.
29. What was the ancient form of salutation? 1 Sam.
An
alarming
aickn«M»,
.pp.rowllj
e^idemicl,
lias
tarrn
xxv. 6. 1 Chrou. xii. 18.
IIENGSTENHERG'S ClIRISTOLOGY.
prevailing in Monmouth, N. J. and vicinity for a week
30. May there not be in v. 19 an allusion to this?
HHISTOLOGY of the Old Testament, and a Core
31. What is intimated by the repetition peace, peace? or two. Many have been seriously sick, and some have
died.
mentart/ on the Predictions of the Messiah by the
v. 19.
The Monmouth, N. J. Inquirer states that the late
32. Who are intended by him that is far off, and him
Prophets. By G. W. Hf.kgstenrerc. Translated from
that is near? v. 19. Eph. ii. 17. Ps. cxlviii. 14. Acts ii. storms have done incalculable damage along the coast the German, by Reuel Keith, D. D., Professor in the
and rivers in that county. Fences, houses and bridges 1 Protestant Episcopal Theological Seminary of Virginia,
38, 36.
33. In what respect are the wicked like the troubled • baTe bec,‘ 8Wept own.v- Myriads of the star fish, so de This valuable work has just been completed in 3 vole.
al v. 20.
structive to oysters, havcfloooded through Shrewsbury 8vo. and may be had in complete sets at the publisher’s
34. In what part of the form of prayer for the visita- inlets, and destroyed from ,$50,0t>0 to $100,000 worth lowest price at the Bookstore of
of oysters.
Xion of prisoners, do you find v. 21
ISAAC N. WHITING.
Columbus, December 7.
35. How is it that a sinner unreconciled to God can
Alabama Gold.—In Randolph county, near the
Jiave no peace? v. 21.
3t». In wbat way must we seek and obtain true peace? southern terminus of the great chain of the Alleghany
LATIN SYNONYMES.
mountains, s gold mine has been discovered this year,
DICTIONARY of Latin Synonymes for the use
which is said to be the richest in North America. A
of Schools and Private Students, with a Complete
6 D C U X, A R.
single lump of mineral from this mine has keen valued at
Index. By Lewis Ramsiiorn. From the German, By
more than $300: and one day’s labor is said to have Francis Sieber. 1 vol. Price 1 50.
Corgrfss. —- We cannot ascertain by the political pa produced the worth of J4000. Alabama stands in great
Just received and for sale at the Bookstore of
need
of the precious metals, and if they can be procured
pers that business of soy importance has been transact
ISAAC N. WHITING.
at
home,
why
so
much
the
better.
—
Courier.
Columbus December 7.
ed in Congress the last week—perhaps the reason is cor
rectly given in the following paragraph from a late
Slavkrv—The trouble between the slave holding
Washington paper.
THE EXCELLENCY OF THE LITURGY.
and the non-slavcholding Staten appears to be increas
The position in which -the House of Representatives ing. Governor Seward of New York alludes in his T^OUR Discourses preached before the University of
of the United States now finds itself, is about as remark message to a demand of the Governor of Virginia, for 1 Cambridge, in November. 1811; also a University
able an illustration of the danger of a first error as we the delivery of three persons charged with having stolen Sermon, containing the Churchman’s Confession, or aa
remember to have ever met with. The vice of the first a negro slave in that State. He has declined to comply Appeal to the Liturgy: By the Rev. Charles Simeon,
refusal to recognise the authenticated credentials of the with the requisition, because the acts charged upon the M. A., Fellow of King’s College, Cambridge. Second
members from New Jersey hangs like a mill-stone round persons demanded were not recognized as criminal by American edition. 1 vol. 18 mo. Price 25.
the neck of Congress, and obstructs all its movements. the laws of the State, nor by the universal laws of all
Published and for sale by
Except in having passed a bill to make a partial appro civilized countries, and consequently did not, in his
ISAAC N. WHITING.
priation for the pay of its own Members snd its own opinion, fall within the provision of the Constitution of
December, 1839.
contingent expenses, the House of Representatives is at the United States. He laid before the Legislature the
this moment as far from entering seriously upon the pro correspondence that had taken place.
per business for which at has assembled, as if this was
the second, (instead of being the fortieth) day of die
session.— Nat. Intel.
AND WESTERN CHURCH JOURNAL.
Coumbe, late ofPleasant Township, Knox county,
tuned eterf Saturday, at the Western Churdi Peru.
Ohio,
deceased,
are
requested
to
make
immediate
pay

Committsib is CoNcstn.—In the appointment of
UAMBIEg, OHIO.
ment.
And
all
those
having
equitable
claims
against
committees in the House of Representatives, the Speak
CHAUNCEY COLTON, D. D.,
er has placed Administration meu at the head of some said estate are desired to present them legally authenti
Editob AND Pbopristoo.
of the committees, and Whigs at the head of others. cated for settlement within one year.
EDWARD COUMBE,
The committee on Elections lias Mr. Campbell of S- C.
January
28,
1840.
Administrator.
anullifier for Chairman, with four Whigs and four Ad
THOMAS R. RAYMOND, PRINTER.
ministration men. At the head of the .committees of
FIVE DISCOURSES AGAINST POPERY:
Ways and Means, Foreign Relations avd Naval Af
G.V”following
Je"
amd WwrtBM Cnram Jons.
I rn ii. ii,lwb5? «
terms: Two Dollar?, in advance, or
fairs are Administration men, viz; Messrs. Jones, Pic By Thomas Seeker, LL. D., late Lord Archbishop of Nit
Rftjr
in *** month’. or Three DolUr?, at the
kens, and Thomas. The Chairmen of the committees Canterbury. Second American edition. 1 vol. 18mo.
Ihe
hl
T,h'?c conditions, as essential to the support ot
on the Judiciary, Commerce and Manufactures, are Price 25. Published and for sale by
a
*?' “ 111 Ci** Brenner be strictly adherSi to
Whigs, viz: Messrs. Sergeant, Curtis, and Adams. So
f?I00* ,n. •dvsnee are due on the delivery of the first nun
Columbus, April 30
ISAAC N. WHITING.
her—but l paid within four weeks, will be received as in advaaes
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